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The Fieri Facias Process

• Here is a current example of how one 
county sheriff describes the fi fa process 
today, which has not substantially changed 
from antebellum times: 
https://www.cobbsheriff.org/fieri-facias-
information/

• Particularly note the following words and 
terms because you will see them in every fi 
fa:

– “Levy”

– “Point out”

https://www.cobbsheriff.org/fieri-facias-information/


Fieri Facias and Newspapers Ads
Before selling levied 
property at auction, 
state law required the 
sheriff to advertise in 
a newspaper that 
served as the 
county’s legal 
gazette.

Ads described:

• the levied property,

• court that issued the 
execution,

• the parties to the suit,

• date of the auction.



Fieri Facias and Newspapers Ads
• Question:  Since the sheriff was required to 

advertise in the  newspaper, does a fieri facias
merely duplicate information that I can get from 
antebellum newspapers?

• Answer:  Although all levies were supposed to be 
advertised in the county’s legal gazette . . .

– The Clerk of the Court of Ordinary was not legally 
required to maintain a file of the legal newspapers until 
after December 1839.

– These newspapers may not have survived.

– Newspaper ads do not contain all the information on 
the fi fas; in particular, since the ads preceded the 
sheriff’s sale, they cannot show whether the slaves 
were actually sold, or the details of sale.



Other Records Related to Fi Fas

• Execution Docket — Book kept by the 
clerk of the court that issued the fi fa.  
Each fi fa was given a serial number for 
tracking purposes, then the fi fa was given 
to the sheriff.  In theory, when the sheriff 
had completed all actions on the fi fa, he 
would return it to the court, and the clerk 
would enter all the information from the fi 
fa into this the Execution Docket.

• Judgement Docket — Same as an 
Execution Docket.



Records Related to Fi Fas

• Fi Fa Docket — Same as an Execution or 

Judgement Docket.

• Sheriff’s Fi Fa Docket — Same as the above, 

except kept by the sheriff to manage his 

execution of the fi fas.

• In practice, these Books, where they still exist, 

may be incomplete.

– For example, in Upson County Georgia, only three 

poorly-kept docket books survive, naming a total of 12 

slaves; whereas thousands of original fi fas exist for 

the county, naming about 260 slaves.



When Might Researching Fi Fas be 

Worthwhile?
1. After you have exhausted probate 

records, deeds and mortgages.

2. If you find or suspect that the slave 
owner was sued in civil court and had a 
judgment rendered against him or her.

How would you know this?

– By examining the indexes of Court Minute 
Books for the slave owner’s name.

– By examining Execution, Judgement, or Fi 
Fa Docket Books (if they exist for that 
county).



Summary: Seeking Fi Fas

• Execution, Judgement, or Fi Fa Docket Books 

that have survived ought to be among the bound 

records of the appropriate court or sheriff.

• The original fi fas, if they have survived, will be 

in the loose papers of the court that issued them.

• Docket Books may survive without original fi fas

and original fi fas may survive without Docket 

Books.  Look for them all.



The next eight slides examine 

a typical fi fa



Typical Fi Fa (front)



Typical Fi Fa (front)



Typical Fi Fa (back)
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Typical Fi Fa (back)

Sheriff's notes



Fi Fa (close-up of sheriff’s notes)

These notes are transcribed on the next two slides 

for better legibility.



Fi Fa (transcript)

“Levied the within fifa on a negro man by 
the name of Jerry about 55 years old.  
Harriet a girl about 14 years old. one gray 
horse about Six years old.  tow thousan 
lbs of seed cotin property Pointed out by 
plaintiff atty this October 9th 1843.

“Samuel Caraway shff”

[Note:  “atty” = attorney;  “shff” = sheriff]



Fi Fa (transcript)
“The above levy dismissed by order of Plaintiff 
atty November 25th 1844”

“Samuel Caraway shff”
(Interpretation:  Plaintiff let the defendant ‘off the hook,’ probably 
after private negotiation, perhaps agreeing to let defendant sell 
the property privately.  The sheriff did not sell the property.)

“No property of the defendant to be found by 
me where on to levy this fifa January 1st 1845.”

“Samuel Caraway shff”
(Interpretation:  Levy was re-instated, but meantime defendant 
had either sold his property privately, or removed it from the 
county after the first levy was dismissed.)



Conclusions
• Fi fas often give descriptive information 

that does not appear in other records.

• Fi fas that name slaves give us information 
about those persons during the lifetime of 
the slave owner.  In some cases they may 
be the only antebellum documentation we 
have for some persons.

• Relatively rare, Fi fas seldom top anyone’s 
research checklist, but if the the counties 
in which you are researching preserved 
them, take a look, after you exhaust all 
probate records, deeds and mortgages.


